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Predictable results in the aesthetic treatment of anterior teeth can be obtained by resorting to the concept of dental

aesthetics and, in particular, defining the ideal tooth dimensions and proportions to obtain a harmonious smile.
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1. Introduction

Which are the harmonious tooth dimensions? Which are the teeth proportions to produce a pleasant smile? What are the

means available to plan a cosmetic treatment? Clinicians have long sought to answer these questions to obtain

predictable results during the treatment process and to limit the “subjectivity” in achieving aesthetic goals. To summarize,

update, and integrate current knowledge, literature was reviewed to find evidence regarding teeth dimensions and anterior

teeth proportions theories. Aesthetic facial parameters were also considered, such as interpupil and inter-canine distance,

nasal inter-alar width, and mesiodistal distance of the maxillary anterior teeth. Gender and ethnicity were also taken into

account.

Among the most famous proportions theories, the “Golden Proportions theory” involves ancient Greek art and

architectural mathematical relationships. Since the pre-Christian era, it has been established that the golden proportions,

which are based on the ratio between the diagonal and the side of a square, represent absolute perfection. It is universally

recognized and defined with the ratio 1.618:1. Richard Lombardi proposed the application of the “Golden Proportions

theory” in dentistry  (Figure 1a). In particular, the mesiodistal width of the central and lateral incisors can be repeated in

constant proportion . Since then, numerous other theories on dental proportions have been proposed. In 1978, Levin 

reviewed the concept: The width of the central incisor (1.618) is in “golden proportion” with the width of the lateral (1),

which is in “golden proportion” with the canine (0.618) (Figure 1b). He stated that there is no relationship between the real

measured widths of the incisors; hence, he proposed the golden proportion based on the apparent size, from a frontal

point of view. Levin  also proposed the use of a segmented grid, based on the Golden Proportion, which would help to

visualize dental proportions. Preston  proposed his own theory: The width of the maxillary lateral incisor should be 66%

of the width of the central one, and the canines should be 84% of the lateral ones (or 55% of the central ones)  (Figure
1c). A few years later, Snow proposed the “Golden Percentage” or “Golden Mean” : Within the inter-canine distance,

each tooth corresponds to a percentage of space occupied. The percentages are the following (canine to canine): 10%,

15%, 25%, 25%, 15%, and 10%  (Figure 1d). The author  declared this method more accurate for determining

symmetry, dominance, and proportion for esthetically pleasing smiles, but also that those percentages should be validated

by further studies. In 2000, RED (Recurring Esthetic Dental) proportions were introduced by Ward , which are based on

the constant reduction in the width of the next tooth as it progresses distally, in frontal view. The range of suggested RED

proportions is between 62% and 80%  (Figure 1e). The Golden Proportion lead to a narrow lateral incisor and to a

reduction in the display of the canine. So, he suggested those constant proportions moving distally. More recently,

Marquardt proposed the concept of a Golden Rectangle in which the height of the central incisor is in golden proportion

with the combined width of the maxillary central incisors (1:1.618)  (Figure 1f). He focused only on the central incisors.
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Figure 1. Various theories developed over the years regarding dental proportions.

Various theories have been proposed, but individual differences make it difficult to find a universal rule, exact “magic

numbers”. However, interest in the aesthetics of the smile has not waned, meaning that there is an increasing need for

treatment to achieve aesthetic standards. Today, the clinician’s concern is not to find and apply a universal rule to all

patients but to find harmony in the individual smile. Therefore, considering the importance of references in the esthetic

treatment of anterior teeth and the gaps that exist to achieve the best results, this narrative review aims to analyze the

following main theme: the size of the anterior teeth and the relationships that bind them. In particular, size, symmetry, and

proportion between central incisors and all the anterior teeth were first considered, and then these data were related to

gender, ethnicity, and facial parameters.

2. Anterior Teeth Dimensions

Several studies can be found in the literature regarding the relative dental dimensions of the anterior teeth. In particular,

the width, the length, and the ratio between them (W/L ratio) are measured to identify the ideal dimensions. This is in

relation to some factors, such as extraoral aesthetic parameters, gender, and race. The results obtained can be useful

mainly as guidelines in planning aesthetic treatment. Two main comparative studies  report the average values of

length, width, and W/L ratio within the analyzed samples. The first study  takes measurements on photographs of

extracted teeth, and the second one  on models. In both cases, the greater mesiodistal distances for the width and the

greater apico-coronal distances for the length are measured. The sample is composed of European-origin adults. Magne

et al.  do not include female sex in the analysis. However, it also reports the dimensions of worn teeth that logically have

a width as the predominant dimension, so their W/L ratio is higher. 
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Some studies point out that there are different results depending on the sample populations: In a Pakistani population ,

smaller measurements are reported. The only similarity is the 78% mean W/L ratio for the central incisor. In Chinese

populations, instead, the W/L ratio seems to be bigger .

Regarding the symmetry between the central incisors, the literature shows that perfect coincident dimensions are rare 

. According to these studies, central incisors are identical in 10–13% of cases, similar in 27–29% of subjects

(with a difference of a maximum of 0.2 mm), while the rest (60–61%) are different (with a difference of more than 0.2 mm).

However, the literature does not agree on this topic: More recently, Wang’s systematic review with meta-analysis 

reported that within the 23 studies analyzed, there were no differences in the size of right and left incisors. Width and

length also appear greater in men than in women . Ethnicity is an influencing factor: The Caucasian population

shows larger W, L, and W/L ratio than the Asian population, but there is also a great variability within the same populations

.

The correlation with facial parameters is not always present and constant, and it strongly depends on the sample’s

ethnicity . Correlation seems to be low, but significant for the inter-canthal distance, with the sum of the central

incisors mesiodistal diameters or with the entire anterior group . Regarding the inter-pupillary distance, there is

no correlation between the dental dimensions in males and females , but in women, the inter-canine distance coincides

with the inter-alar distance . However, other articles  found a correlation between inter-pupillary distance, inter-

commissural distance, and the sum of the mesiodistal diameters of the anterior teeth and also a correlation between inter-

commissural distance and inter-canine distance. According to these authors, the correlations found can be used as a

reference for anterior teeth rehabilitations. These conclusions disagree with other authors who claim, on the basis of the

measurements performed, that the use of facial parameters is inaccurate in determining dental dimensions .

Regarding the height and the width of the face, the literature does not agree here either. In 2005, Hasanreisoglu  stated

that there is no correlation between bizygomatic distance and dental dimensions in males, while in women, there is a ratio

of 1:16 with central incisors width . However, in a more recent study , it was found to be a ratio of 1:16 between the

width of the central incisor and the bizygomatic distance. The same study found a ratio of 1:18 with the total facial height

and 1:12 with the lower facial height . It also shows how gender influences the correlations: The measurements in men

are greater, but the ratios are similar in the two genders. A previous study , instead, investigated the existence of the

1:16 ratio (Trubyte Tooth Indicator) between the length of the central incisor and the face to produce artificial teeth: It was

found that 14.5% of the participants exhibited it, while 14.3% of them have a shorter face and 71.9% a longer one. The

1:16 ratio between central incisor and face width appears in 23% of the population; 53% has a narrower face, and 23%

has a larger one. The study also shows sex differences for each group (correct ratio, smaller ratio, and bigger ratio). It

concludes that the 1:16 ratio is not precise: Artificial teeth produced with this ratio are generally narrower and longer. The

choice of the dimensions of the artificial teeth depends on many factors: the dimension of the maxillary arch, the

relationship between the mandible and the maxilla, the profile of the residual ridges, the vertical dimension, the

dimensions of the lips at rest and when smiling, the face shape and contour, age, gender, and personality. The findings of

the study can be used only as initial guidelines.

Regarding the ethnic differences, the articles comparing the dental dimensions of Asian and European subjects  seem

to show that Caucasians have a greater width, and therefore also a greater W/L ratio, of the central incisors than Asians.

The length, instead, is similar. Laterals and canines do not differ in width, but the length is greater in Asians and the W/L

ratio is greater in White subjects. In the same study, a comparison is also made for worn teeth: The central incisor width

and W/L ratio are greater in Caucasians. The length of the central incisors is greater in Asians, but the difference is not

significant. A comparison of facial parameters and dental measurements in three ethnicities: Asian, African American, and

European , shows that the bizygomatic width and inter-canthal distance are more constant in women and that the

widest teeth are the central incisors of African American men and women. Consequently, the inter-canine gap in African

American individuals is also greater than in other ethnic groups. The relationship between the width of the central incisor

and the bi-zygomatic distance varies between African Americans and Asians but is similar in Asians and Caucasians of

the same sex. Finally, in Asian women, there is a correlation between commissural distance and width of a single central

incisor, two central incisors, four incisors, and the anterior group. A weak correlation between central incisor width and

bizygomatic width exists in the Saudi population . The Arab population, according to the article by Alqahtani, has

similarities only with the Turkish population due to the similar cultural background and differs significantly from the other

populations examined . The same study also points out the differences between their populations (European, Chinese,

Turkish, and White) and the ones in other studies .
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3. Golden Proportions, Golden Percentage, RED Proportion, and Golden
Rectangle

According to the literature, ideal dental proportions are either partially found or not found at all in natural teeth. The

Golden Proportions, according to various articles , are not fully present in the analyzed samples from different

populations. The same is true for Preston’s Golden Proportions . A percentage of 62% can be found between

central–lateral and between lateral–canine, but only in a very low percentage of the samples. Similarly, the Golden

Percentage proposed by Snow (25–15–10% from centra lincisor to canine) is almost never found 

. In particular, central incisors are wider and canines are narrower. However, a more recent study on an English

population  proposes modified Golden Percentages: in particular, 22.5–15–12.5 percentages are indicated for central–

lateral–canine incisor. The percentage for the central and lateral are found in about 71% of cases, while for the canine in

61% of them. Equally encouraging percentages emerge in the Spanish population . Regarding the RED Proportions,

their existence is limited to a very low percentage of subjects . However, predicting central incisor

width with 70% RED proportions and inter-alar distance is an accurate method to evaluate the width of maxillary anterior

teeth  using specific formulas. A recent study  also identified formulas to determine central incisor width by modifying

inner-canthal distance according to Golden Percentage, and interpupillary distance according to Golden Proportions. The

Golden Rectangle theory, as suggested by a few articles found in the literature, seems to be applicable to the Indian

populations investigated in the studies, both in men and women .
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